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Rockman 3
The end of Dr. Wily?

Here comes the 3rd in this series!
Stage Select Screen

Capcom / End of Sept. / 6500 yen
The third entry in the "super-hard"
Rockman series is coming soon. The
Rockman series is an old favourite,
delivering puzzling stages and enemies with
diabolical attack patterns.
In Rockman 3, the setting is a strange
planet. While mining for eight energy
elements needed to complete a huge peacekeeping robot, the mining robots suddenly
go mad!!! In order to solve this problem,
Rockman travels to this planet with his
faithful dog, Rush.
The basic gameplay is the same as the
previous two games. The game scrolls
horizontally and vertically, and Rockman's
basic moves are shooting and jumping.
In order to overcome various traps and to
infiltrate the enemy's territory, a clever
robot dog Rush appears on the scene.
Although he cannot walk alongside
Rockman, Rush can be called at anytime to
pass over obstacles in his path. Rush can
transform into a Rush Coil, Rush Marine, or
Rush Drill.

The Doctor's still around.

↑The strange planet is the setting this time.
Rush can be seen at the bottom.

This time, a mysterious planet is the setting.

Huge, tough
enemies!

LEAP!

←What a huge boss this one
is! He attacks with bursts of
fire. Getting the timing of
your jumps right will decide
your fate here.

↑Rockman is the
same as always.
←Jump, Rockman!
Dodge the enemies'
attacks.

Here, kitty kitty!?
→There's a giant
robot cat here. It
attacks with balls
of yarn. Aargh!
Help me, Rush!

BOUND!

→It's just
Rockman's
shooting attack.
(A little bit
lonely...)

The place is crawling with tricky enemies!
↓A nut and bolt will fly through the air,

Bosses are chosen from fan
submissions

join up, and become twice as hard!

With Rush by his side, Rockman can get
through any tough situation.

↓Shooting the eggs causes

tadpoles to pop out.

When Rush Coil is chosen, he transforms
into a spring, boosting Rockman's jumping
ability. Rush Marine can be used to navigate
through water. Rush Drill allows Rockman
to avance through the ground by digging a
hole.

→Dr. Wily has
reformed himself
and is now helping
with the robot
building project.
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↑As in part 2, bosses were selected by Capcom's staff
from player submissions. We don't know yet which
bosses have been chosen, but the fact that our own
ideas can show up in a game is fantastic!

↑If you shoot this
egg...

↑If you let this nut and bolt join up, it'll
become incredibly hard for you.
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